Approved labs for MCB Neuroscience (NS) Certificate – 7 December 2022

MCB Faculty and Affiliates Conducting Neuroscience Research
MCB 290 credit for any of these labs will count towards the MCB NS certificate.
Auerbach, Benjamin
Ceman, Stephanie
Christian-Hinman, Catherine
Chung, Hee Jung
Gillette, Martha
Gillette, Rhanor
Grosman, Claudio
Llano, Daniel
Raetzman, Lori
Sweedler, Jonathan (Affiliate)
Sweeney, Patrick
Tsai, Nien-Pei
Yu, Xinzhu
Zhang, Kai

NS Program Faculty doing MCB-relevant work
MCB 290 credit for any of these labs will count towards the NEUR certificate.
Bell, Alison (Animal Bio)
Best, Catherine (BioE)
Dailey, Megan (Animal Sci)
Dilger, Ryan (Animal Sci)
Fuller, Becky (Animal Bio)
Galvez, Roberto (Psych)
Gooler, David (Spch & Hearing)
Gulley, Joshua (Psych)
Johnson, Rodney (Nutr Sci)
Juraska, Janice (Psych)
Ko, CheMyong (Comp Biosci)
Leckband, Deborah (Chem)
Liang, Nu-Chu (Psych)
Mahoney, Megan (Comp Biosci)
Rhodes, Justin (Psy)
Robinson, Gene (Entomology)
Rodriguez-Zas, Sandra (Animal Sci)
Saif, Taher (Mech Eng)
Schantz, Susan (Comp Biosci)
Schroeder, Nathan (Crop Sci)